on N trials than on rewarded trials. In Phase 3 controls responded slower on the second trial of NNN than on the initial or final trials. The animals trained in all 3 phases showed either the same pattern as the controls in the NNN test (n = 4) or approached all 3 NNN trials rapidly (n = 2). The findings illustrate the difficulty of blocking position learning by training with reward-memory associations.
A simple serial learning task with rats may involve the repetition of series in which each trial concludes with a reward value that is unique to a given location in the series. Performance usually comes to reflect the reward values appearing in each location. Here we consider two contemporary theoretical accounts, not necessarily mutually exclusive, of the learning that manifests itself in such problems. One account (e.g., Capaldi, Alptekin, Miller, & Birmingham, 1997) emphasizes the memories of differing rewards being associated with current and future reward values. Another account (e.g., Burns, Kinney, & Criddle, 2000) stresses cues related to the ordinal position of the rewards, which may be associated with reward values in that location.
A good example of a serial learning problem that does not seem to be explicable unless reference is made to reward-memory associations can be found in an experiment reported by Capaldi et al. (1997) . A trio of series was repeated each day in unpredictable order. The series were PN, SPN, and SSPN, where Sand P indicate sucrose or plain food pellets and N indicates no reward. In these series, the locations of the rewards varied from series to series, making position associations impossible. A simple memory association, however, makes the problem straightforward: P is associated with N. Rats trained in these series readily learn to approach slowly on the N trials following P.
Series such as those used by Capaldi et al. (1997) are rare, however. Usually, the series employed confound position and memory cues, and it is from experiments with this confounding that much of the evidence for position learning comes. An example of such evidence was reported by Burns and Criddle (2001) who trained rats on an SNP series. Here, S may be associated with N, but N also appears exclusively in the second series position. Thus, memory learning, position learning, or both may occur. A transfer test was administered after stable performance differences developed on rewarded and unrewarded trials. The test was an NNN series. If performance in the transfer had been controlled by memory, approach would have been rapid on all three NNN trials because N would have been associated with P, a reward . Position learning would have been indicated if approach had been slow on the middle trial, and approach was slow on that trial.
There is good evidence that rats learn both position and rewardmemory associations in serial learning tasks for which both are relevant sources of information (Burns et aI., 2000; Capaldi & Miller, 2001) . If position learning and reward-memory learning are conceptualized as a form of discrimination learning (e . g., Capaldi & Molina, 1979) , then much of the recent work on position and item learning may better be thought of as using overshadowing methodologies (Pavlov, 1927) . In an overshadowing procedure cues are presented in compound and later tests of the associative strength of the individual cues may indicate that the learning of one element of the compound was moderated (overshadowed) by the other element of the compound. The Burns and Criddle (2001) procedure, for instance, can be thought of as involving a compound (position and memory) cue. The NNN transfer test changed the memory component of the compound while holding the position component constant. That the animals continued to approach slowly on the middle trial of NNN suggests overshadowing of reward-memory associations by position associations. Many of the experiments suggesting position learning do so by producing results that indicate position associations overshadow reward-memory associations (e.g. , Burns, Dunkman , & Detloff, 1999; Burns et aI., 2000; Roitblat, Pologe, & Scopatz, 1983) .
Another related, and extensively studied, phenomenon of associative learning is blocking (Kamin, 1968) . In a blocking procedure one cue is permitted to build associative strength prior to its presentation in compound with a second. The procedure often moderates (blocks) the development of associative strength to the second cue.
Because numerous investigations have suggested position associations overshadow reward-memory associations, we chose to employ a blocking procedure in an attempt to block the development of position associations by initial training in a problem that required reward-memory associations. There were several reasons for choosing to pursue this investigation. The most important reason is that we need to understand the nature of reward memory and position learning. A fruitful conceptualization, strongly favored by Capaldi and his associates, is that these forms of learning are associative in nature. If that is so, they should lend themselves to analysis by overshadowing and blocking methodologies, but blocking methodologies have not yet been investigated in this context. Finally, the relationship between reward-memory associations and position associations needs to be better understood. The evidence so far suggests that both kinds of learning may occur and probably do occur, even if one overshadows the other. They are not mutually exclusive (Burns, Johnson, Harris, Kinney, & Wright, 2004 ). The blocking procedure should foster a better understanding of how one type of association moderates the other.
Method

Subjects
The subjects were 12 experimentally na' ive male Sprague-Dawley rats obtained from the Holtzman Company, Madison, WI. The animals were approximately 70 days old when they arrived in the laboratory.
Apparatus
The apparatus used in the experiment reported here was the runway used by Burns and Criddle (2001) . It was L-shaped and painted flat black, 233.7 cm long and 10.0 cm wide , covered with vented clear plastic. Entry into the goal involved a right turn 182.9 cm beyond the manually operated start door. The goal contained an aluminum goal cup 7.62 cm in diameter and 4.45 cm deep. Total running time was recorded with a silent digital clock started when the start door was opened and stopped when the rat crossed a photo beam mounted 195.6 cm beyond the start door.
Preliminary Training
The rats lived in the laboratory for 10 days, 2 animals per cage, with water and food freely available before runway exploration began. During the 1 st and 4th days of runway exploration , each rat was allowed individual exploration of the runway for 2.5 min . Scattered on the runway floor on those days were 6 Noyes sucrose (S) pellets (.045-g). On the 2nd and 3rd days, the pellets were the standard , plain (P) formula.
Primary Training
In Phase 1, rats (n = 3) were runway trained for 24 days on each of three series: NP', SNP', and P'SNP'. In these series S is four sucrose pellets and P' is eight plain pellets. The N designation is for trials that terminate in a 30-s confinement in the goal without reward. The reason for doubling the reward magnitude was to promote the association of the N memory with the P item and to enhance the distinctiveness of the two rewards. The three series were administered to each rat each training day. There are six possible orders of presentation of these three series, and the orders for a given training day were chosen pseudorandomly with the restriction that each block of 6 days included each of the six orders. Each rat was trained on all trials of a series before another rat was trained on that series. When training on the first daily series was completed, training on the next series began. This procedure produces a relatively short interval between the trials of a series (about 15 -20 s) and a relatively long interval (15 -20 min) between series. Thus, the series are differentiated, or phrased, by the longer intervals. The order of running of the rats was determined randomly each training day. A trial began with the placement of the rat in the start box, and it terminated after the reward was consumed, or after 30 s on N trials.
A second group (n = 3) was trained with the same procedures on the series NS', PNS', and S'PNS' for which S' was eight sucrose pellets and P was four plain pellets. The series experienced by the two groups in Phase 1 can be learned by memory-item associations, but not by position, because the positions of the various reward values are different in each series. After 24 days of training on the series, the rats were shifted in Phase 2 to series that involved compound position and memory cues, SNP' or PNS', depending on which series was compatible with the series learned prior to the shift. Training with the compound position and memory cues continued 14 days before all rats were shifted to NNN for 2 days in Phase 3. The reason for training only 14 days in Phase 2 was that performance was clearly asymptotic by that time. A control group was not trained in Phase 1, but received 24 days of training with SNP' (n = 3) or PNS' (n = 3) in Phase 2 and 2 days with NNN in Phase 3.
Results
Running times were transformed [t = log(y)] for analysis. Results reported as significant were so at p < .05 or better, and subsequent ANOVA effects were evaluated with the Newman-Keuls procedure, unless otherwise noted. By the end of Phase 1, for the rats trained with series that could be mastered only by reliance on reward memories, there was evidence that running was slower on N trials than on others. Running was fast, of course, on both trials of the NP' or NS' series, F < 1, because the rats had no means of anticipating N on that series. We evaluated the SNP' or PNS' components of the P'SNP or S'PNS' series combined with the SNP' or PNS' series over the last 5 days of Phase 1. The animals were clearly at asymptote in forming the discrimination (Days x Trials: F < 1).
There was significant variation in running among trials, F(2, 10) = 5.52, in individual rats. Figure 2 shows the performance of animals trained with the blocking procedure depending on the pattern they showed in the NNN transfer test. For 2 of the animals, the pattern of approach to NNN was relatively rapid on all three trials, F(2, 2) = 7.92, P > .05, whereas the other 4 animals all showed the fast-slow-fast pattern, F(2, 6) = 15.35.
Discussion
An attempt at blocking position learning by training rats for 24 days with series that could be mastered only by learning based on reward memories before training 12 days with a series that could be learned either by memory or by position produced blocking in 2 of the 6 rats examined. The remaining 4 animals showed clear evidence of responding to position in the Phase 3 NNN test. The results show that memory and position learning can be conceptualized and investigated productively from the view that position and memory are cues in a discrimination learning problem . Neath and Capaldi (1996) suggested that food-reward memories are especially salient cues to hungry rats , and those memories would therefore gain more control over performance than position cues. Capaldi and Miller (2001) offered some evidence for this contention by training rats on a PSN series and examining transfer performance to SN and PPSN series. The animals responded to the N trial in the transfer series with slow approach, whereas approach on all other trials was rapid. If their rats had learned position in the PSN series, approach would have been slow on the S trial of the PPSN transfer series because that position was never rewarded in training. Using similar training methods, however, with initial training on an SNP series, Burns et al. (2004) found slow approach on the second trials of NP and SSNP transfer series. One possibility entertained by Capaldi et al. (1997) was that position learning requires extensive training, but reward-memory learning occurs rapidly. However, Burns and Criddle (2001) found that slower running on the middle trial of an SNP series appeared also on the middle trial of an NNN transfer series after both limited and extensive training.
In the present experiment, it could be argued that 14 days in Phase 2 was too much training, even though it was slightly more than half the training afforded reward-memory learning in Phase 1. New experiments examining the duration of training in Phase 2 using this procedure would be informative, but the data from Burns and Criddle (2001) suggest that the overshadowing of memory cues occurs quite early.
One final possibility that needs to be considered is that the apparent overshadowing of memory learning from Phase 1 by position learning in Phase 2 may have been because memory learning did not occur in Phase 1. The first trial outcome of the training series may have served as a conditional cue for the relevant ordinal position of the N trial of that series. Thus, in series like SNP' and P'SNP', the :s trial in the first series could signal an N trial in the first subsequent position and the P' trial in the second series could signal an N trial in the second subsequent position. Although this interpretation would be at odds with findings provided by Capaldi and Miller (2001) , it is worth some consideration.
The current experiment offers evidence that position cues, whatever they might be, are salient cues that can overshadow reward memories. Although our animals experienced an extended training period in a problem for which reward memories perfectly predicted N trials, even though those N trials appeared in unpredictably different positions, the experience failed to block position learning in 67°/c, of our animals.
We do not yet understand from what source position cues arise, only that these cues seem, under many circumstances, to be a potent counterpoint for memory cues. Possible sources of position cues have been reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Burns et aI., 2(04) . Briefly, we might imagine position cues being based on an intE~rnal representation of the series positions (0 ' Amato, 1991) , or the animals might somehow count the trials or rewards in a series and use number to tag the ordinal positions (Burns & Sanders, 1987; Capaldi & Miller, 1988) . Another interesting possibility is that position-learning effects arise from the development of response patterns (Burns et aI., 2004) . If training on one reward series produces similar responding on transfer series that have modified reward memories, it may be that the pattern of responding itself is what is learned. Because a response pattern cannot emerge initially on its own , it must arise from some other source. Training on an SNP series for example may require learning based on reward memories, but once those memories begin to produce discriminated patterns of behavior, those patterns overshadow their original source and control behavior.
